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when you go back to the world

look at everything with an open heart

look at everything with a beauty

and feel the mystery in its living quality

then i have been a help to you 

i am not a chain to you

that yes…this man knows

so now i have to follow him wherever he goes…

no my friends…you are free now that you know me !

if you know me…you are free

be free first

and then out of your love…if you want to see me again…

just to feel…then you are always welcome

but you are free

no person who knows can change you

and i should not be a burden or a handicap to you

there is no great message

mind needs a great message

not love…not being

somebody asked me the other day

what is next ?

nothing !

it is the same everyday for me

you make me sit here one hundred and twenty days…same !

the same taste of ordinariness

and again and again the same message

buddha used the word…suchness

suchness…isness…

it is already the case

i do not need to change the whole universal language of truth

no…it is…already…here !

i always simplify things

and in the end of it

i say the greatest knowing

is nothing at all

just pure innocence… like a child 

it is not a great knowledge

it is a silent innocent knowing

it is deep within your heart

listen and you will understand

hmm ?

people are so confused with so much rubbish 

if knowledge can help you…

i am willing to give it to you

but it is not going to help you

this hand moving…

this simple gesture…

goes far deeper than any book

than all the knowledge contained in all these stupid books

just feel the radiation from a simple hand

nothing more than that

if you can catch that thread

and not only from an enlightened person…mind you…

from anything that lives

you can understand life from every source

from the children…

from your mother…

from somebody who loves you…

a flower…

these are all innocent sources of truth

you do not need a master

a master is indicating to you that a flower is enough

he is indicating that the eyes of a child are enough
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